SCIGRIP appoints Winroy Industrial Polymers Ltd as Irish Master Distributor
27th August 2015, Washington, UK – SCIGRIP, the global supplier of smart adhesive solutions, is delighted
to announce the appointment of Winroy Industrial Polymers Ltd (trading as W.I Polymers) as their new
Master Distributor for Ireland.
This arrangement is effective from the 1st September 2015 and W.I Polymers will stock and coordinate the
distribution of SCIGRIP’s complete range of engineering, structural adhesives and assembly range of
products.

SCIGRIP and W.I Polymers already enjoy a very successful partnership in the distribution of their structural
adhesives so this new venture will see both organisations working even closer to expand SCIGRIP’s
complete range of industrial products.
During the past two decades, SCIGRIP’s Engineering solutions have been used with great success within
the OEM and MRO industrial sectors. For further information, please contact Helen Hamilton, SCIGRIP’s
Product Manager for the Engineering Adhesives Range at Helen.hamilton@scigrip.com.
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About Winroy Industrial Polymers:
Winroy Industrial Polymers is Ireland’s leading research based adhesives company. They manufacture and distribute
a vast range of industrial adhesives, sealants and tapes into an exceptionally wide range of manufacturing sectors,
including construction, transportation, electronics and assembly.
Their business goes far beyond selling adhesives and sealants as W.I Polymers offer total solutions to meet today’s
manufacturing needs. Both sales and technical people are experts, backed by an extensive technical knowledge &
research facilities.
At the core of the company is decades of adhesive & materials expertise, offering both Irish and international
customers, the very best commercial & technical expertise. The company boasts three fully equipped laboratories and
a team of five scientists, including chemists, mechanical engineers and materials scientists.
W.I Polymers is committed to providing the customers with the best products possible, through Total Quality
Management in every aspect of the business from research & development, right through to manufacture &
specification of products.

